
ABDOMINAL BINDER

    Top quality elastic with hook and loop closures. Provides support
that is firm, comfortable and convenient. Available in 10” elastic
T380 $ 10.86
S    24"-30"    M  31"-36"     L 37"-42"    XL 43"-48"

ABDOMINAL  BINDER -  4 STAYS
    Top quality elastic with hook and loop closures , with 4 covered
stays to prevent rolling. Provides support that is firm, comfortable
and convenient. Available in

8” T3808 (GPJ2) $ 10.07
10” T3801 (GPJ1) $12.41

S    24"-30"    M  31"-36"     L 37"-42"    XL 43"-48"

3 PANEL  ELASTIC BINDER
Soft plush elastic is divided into 3” panels, thus allowing some
independent stretch of each section. This panel construction allows
the support to conform to the patients shape and eliminate rolling.
Hook and loop closures ensure easy application.

 T3804  S  30"-45"   L   46"-60"   $ 10.43
      12”   T38052  (GPJ2A)  S  30"-45"   L   46"-60" $ 14.76

ACROMIOCLAVICULAR SPLINT
This unique design is for the treatment AC separations. Compared
with others on the market it is much easier to put on and has better
function. The  sling is longer to support the hand and prevent wrist
drop. The AC shoulder strap is wider for more positive control, and
the triangulation of the straps to the sling distributes the pressure
evenly from the elbow to the wrist to greatly reduce the chance of
ulceration and ensures easy application.
T62  may be used either right or left    Ped & Adult   $ 27.82
T621 Kenny Howard Style (short sling) not shown Univ $ 31.56

FIGURE EIGHT ANKLE WRAP
Three inch elastic wrap. Generous hook and loop closures ensure
easy application.

T3400  S 14-16 M 16-20”  L 18-22”  XL 22-26”     $ 2.94
T3401     S 50” M 75”    $4.01    L 100”      $ 4.54

New ACTIVE ANKLE SUPPORT
This new design is unique. There has long been a need for an ankle
support that would allow function and not just immobilize. This
device gives the patient maximum support without interfering with
performance. The thin neoprene may be worn under a  sock in a
running shoe. The 3” elastic figure eight gives support without the
bother and expense of continuous taping. But, the real advantage of
this support comes from the double medial and lateral spiral stays.

T3406 S M L XL    $ 19.20



ANKLE SPLINT

   For the most secure immobilization, vinyl/foam laminate double
medial, lateral aluminum stays offer maximum support. Three
hook and loop straps assured desired fit and tension control.
    T3405    Fits either Right  or Left S M L XL $ 19.20

ARM SLING - Cradle Style

   An envelope arm sling with the elbow enclosed, Made of wash-
able blue material and contoured to fit the elbow and large enough
to support the wrist.

T61 Ped  S M L XL $ 3.85

ARM SLING - Soft Shoulder Strap

  An envelope arm sling with the elbow enclosed, Made of wash-
able blue material and contoured to fit the elbow and large enough
to support the wrist. It has a  2” wide  soft foam shoulder strap with
hook and loop adjustments for comfort and easy adjustability.

T61S    Ped S M L XL $ 5.24
 T61VS  Fun Fashion LIVELY colors  Ped S M L XL   $ 5.24

ARM SLING - Universal

   Adjusts from adult to pediatric size. A sturdy weight denim arm
sling. Completely open it fits large and x-large arms, folded once
inward it fits a  medium arm and folded twice it will fit a small
arm. Hook and loop closures hold the fold in place. It has a  2”
wide  soft foam shoulder strap with hook and loop adjustments for
comfort and easy adjustability.

T611         Universal $ 7.86

ARM SLING - Pouch Style

  A pouch arm sling with both sides open.  Made of washable blue
cotton/polyester material. It has two 1” wide shoulder straps that
criss cross in the back and tie in the front for comfort and easy
adjustability.

T65     Ped S M L XL $4.17

Hanging
Cast
Sling

T667
$7.50

Arm
Elevator
with Ice
Pocket
T617

$11.75

Stroke
Hemi
Sling
T668
$7.00



S.I./ TROCHANTER BELT

   2” wide heavy elastic, reinforced in the back to control posterior
stretch. Your choice of Buckle or hook and loop closure. Provides
positive support at the Sacro Iliac crest.
May be ordered with pads.

 T212        Buckle  Universal $ 6.42
 T212V    (hook & loop) Universal $ 6.42

6” SACRO BELT

   Made of top quality 6” elastic with dual posterior pads and  a 3”
elastic double pull.

T2106 XS  S M L XL $ 8.45

CRISS CROSS SACRO SUPPORT

  This belt is designed to relieve acute low back problems. It is all
elastic with a criss cross overlay and hook and loop closure. It has
two reinforcing stays. Available in 8”,9”  and  10” heights.

T218   8”    XS S M L XL $ 11.77
T219   9”    XS S M L XL $ 13.80
T21910  10”   XS S M L XL $ 17.70

XS 24-28  S 28-34  M 34-40  L 40-46  XL 46-52
XXL 52-58  XXXL 58-64

9” SACRO SUPPORT -Double Pull - Four stays
  Constructed of top quality elastic with hook and loop closures.
Strong for good support and lightweight for patient comfort. The
nine inch back tapers to four inches in the front for comfortable
sitting. It has four reinforcing stays. The second 3” elastic pull on
both sides applies greater support for added relief.

T2193    XS S M L XL XXL XXXL   $ 15.94
T2193U Universal   $ 15.94

XS 24-28  S 28-34  M 34-40  L 40-46  XL 46-52
XXL 52-58  XXXL 58-64

10” CRISS CROSS SACRO SUPPORT

Constructed of top quality elastic with hook and loop closures.  10”
elastic, with criss cross and two stays to reduce rolling, tapers to 6”
in the front for comfort. The 3” elastic double pull is doubled back
for twice the compression.

T21913   XS 24-28  S 28-34  M 34-40  L 40-46  XL 46-52
XXL 52-58  XXXL 58-64 $19.20



MAGNET THERAPY SUPPORT BELT

  Constructed of open weave elastic, 8’ in the back taper-
ing to 4” in the front. It has a pocket in the back for the
magnet
with a very thin nylon mesh between the magnet and the
patients back and velcro to hold the magnet in position.

T21M7   8”    XS S M L XL $ 13.16

CRYOGENIC BACK SUPPORT

   This versatile 10” support has a pocket in the back panel
that can hold a patented gel pack for hot and cold therapy.
Tapers to 6” in the front for patient comfort.  We recom-
mend 2 pads for alternating. Comes with one gel pack.
Available in two sizes.

T210PC    S (24-40) L (40-60) $ 14.98
T210      Extra  GEL PACK   $ 2.67

10” OPEN MESH SACRO SUPPORT

  When overheating is a problem, this 10” support can be a
great relief. The nylon back panel is a cool open mesh, it
has 4 stays and double elastic pulls. It tapers to 6” in the
front for patient comfort. It may be ordered with 5/8”
heavy stainless steel stays on either side of the spine.

T2111     10”    XS S M L XL $ 20.27

10” LUMBAR BELT - Canvas Back / Steels

  Constructed of top quality elastic with hook and loop
closures. It has a canvas back panel with two 5/8” heavy
stainless steel stays on either side of the spine for extra
support. It has two elastic double pulls that overlap in the
front for maximum support and comfort.

T211061     S 28-34 M 34-40 L 40-46
 XL  46-52  larger sizes available  $ 16.58
T211081   same but  8” in the front  $ 17.36

10” LUMBAR BELT - Canvas Back / Pad

  Constructed of top quality elastic with hook and loop
closures. It has a canvas back panel with a  pocket for a
sacro pad for extra compression. It has two elastic double
pulls that overlap in the front for maximum support and
comfort.

T211062     S 28-34 M 34-40 L 40-46
 XL  46-52  larger sizes available  $ 15.22
T211082   same but  8” in the front  $ 16.29



12.5” LUMBAR BELT

  This innovative sliding strap closure assures an even pull is
maintained from the top an bottom even in the pronounced
hourglass figure. This convenient one strap pull is outstanding.
This 12.5” belt tapers to a comfortable 6” in the front. It has four
heavy metal steels and a padded back panel. This is an exceptional
belt.

T21    XS 24-28  S 28-32 SMed 32-36
  Med 34-38 LMed 36-40 L 40-44 XL 44-48    $ 23.48

T2110      same as above but 10” height       $ 22.36

15” THORACO LUMBAR BELT

 Constructed of top quality elastic this belt is 15” tall in the back
and has 8” elastic side panels and front for extra compression. It
has three 1” non elastic pulls with buckle closures. It has four
heavy metal steels and a padded back panel.

T2115    XS 24-28  S 28-32 SMed 32-36
  Med 34-38 LMed 36-40 L 40-44 XL 44-48    $ 32.04

 CUSTOM MOLDABLE ORTHOSIS

TARTANFORM BINDER - Double pull

  A custom moldable back support for your patients in your office
in minutes. Consists of a moldable insert and a special tapered
elastic binder with hook and pile closure for easy application. This
9” back support tapers to a comfortable 6” in the front. The
generous velcro closure allows you to fit even the tapered figure.
The double elastic pulls give additional compression pulling the
insert securely against the back.

     T2153H   S 24-30 M 30-38 L 38-48 XL 42-54 $ 35.47

 DORSAL LUMBAR SUPPORT

  Similar to above. Dorsal Lumbar Orthosis with moldable insert
for custom fit and comfort. Padded shoulder straps with a unique
hook and loop closure for patient comfort.
It is constructed with top quality three panel elastic and velfoam
with hook and loop closure for maximum adjustability to fit all
figures. The unique double pull elastic tension straps offer addi-
tional positive control.

 T215DLS  S 24-30 M 30-38 L 38-48 XL 42-54 $ 128.40



When it comes to lifting we go way back
CABER  TOSS

WHEN MOST THINK OF THE HIGHLAND GAMES,  ONE THINKS OF A MAN IN A KILT
RUNNING DOWN A FOOTBALL FIELD CARRYING A “TELEPHONE POLE”. PRETTY

CLOSE...
The supreme test of strength, accuracy and skill. The caber toss is thought to have originated with the
Scottish military who used the maneuver to breach rivers, fortifications, and barriers. The object is to
toss the caber so that it turns end over end, pointing straight away from the contestant. The greater the
force of the toss, the straighter the caber will fall. Watch the judge as he runs directly behind the
contestant in order to judge the accuracy of the toss. The men’s caber can weigh over 120 pounds and
measure 18 feet long! Three tries are allowed.

The WORKER’S BELT

  This belt was designed to offer a substantial back
support for those who only need moderate support
for light  lifting. One of the most common com-
plaints of all the industrial belts is that they are hot
to wear. This problem is relieved with the new

breathable elastic. It is an open mesh with elastic memory.
The shoulder straps are optional. The suspenders are sewn on
the back but, have a  velcro attachment in the front for safety
and comfort. Also available in white.
  T2172   XS 22-30 S28-36 M 36-44

             L 42-50 XL 50-56 $ 31.99

LIGHT LIFTER with nonelastic pulls

  This support is 8” in back and tapers to a comfortable 4” in the front. The interlocking pulls
are the key to the effectiveness of this support. It may be worn with or without the sacro pad. It
is constructed with the new porus open weave elastic, It is also available in white. And sus-
penders are optional.

      T2170   XS 22-30 S28-36 M 36-44  L 42-50 XL 50-56 $ 38.41

The Original INDUSTRIAL BLACK BELT

In order to offer the most support possible the belt must be made of
strong materials. Our belt is constructed of a heavy weight denim,
seat belt grade webbing and top quality elastic. The materials not
only make it strong but, very durable as well. No one else has an
industrial back support like ours with interlocking non-stretch pulls.
It is the strength of these pulls that makes the remarkable difference
between our industrial black belt and the others on the market today.
The shoulder straps are optional. The sacro pad may be replaced with
a gel pack for hot & cold cryogenic therapy. Also available in white.

T217  10”    XS 24-31 S 26-34 M 34-42 L 42-50 XL 50-56     $ 49.11

12.5” INDUSTRIAL LUMBAR BELT

same as above but 12.5” tall and has two 5/8 heavy stainless steel stays as well as the removable
sacro pad.
   T21712    XS 24-31 S 26-34 M 34-42 L 42-50 XL 50-56     $ 65.64

“Wee Bobby” Dodd - Eagle River, Alaska


